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Working with 21st Century students

• explore the experiences and expectations of 
students

• how we can best support them through the 
learning environment.



Working with 21st Century students

• Understanding how the student journey impacts on 
future learning experiences

• Recognise the role of digital literacy as part of the 
student experience

• Explore how students and staff bring different 
experiences to the learning environment

• Explore how a smarter curriculum can be designed to 
more effectively meet the teaching and learning needs 
of students and staff.

• Understand how students experiences and 
expectations impact on their future career aspirations.



Working with 21st Century students

• Who has worked examples at home?
• Characteristics?
• What worked examples do to understand?
• Role of collaboration, consultation, resilience, 

failure
• Relationship to expert?
• Give information, respond to request, 

conversation/adaptable



Understanding how the student journey 
impacts on future learning experiences

• Student Journey – Before, during and after 
University

• Before?
• Shapes what students look at, future 

behaviours, why come to University, 
expectations, issues, needs and capabilities

• How Journey impacts on University?
• How Journey impacts on life after University?
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Recognise the role of digital literacy 
as part of the student experience

• Introduction to digital literacy
• How digitally literate are students when they 

arrive? [Jisc research, No digital natives paper]
• How can digital literacy be supported while 

students are on your programme(s)? 
[mapping what programme requires]

• How can we prepare students for post-
graduation? [harnessing digital 
footprints/identity/cv for employability]
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Explore how students and staff bring different 
experiences to the learning environment

1) The power of the connection to prior 
learning (a bit of  research around the topic)
2) Accessible tools that can help students 
make that prior connection
3) Using Mind-mapping to make the 
connections
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• Understanding how the student journey impacts on 
future learning experiences

• Recognise the role of digital literacy as part of the 
student experience

• Explore how students and staff bring different 
experiences to the learning environment

• Explore how a smarter curriculum can be designed to 
more effectively meet the teaching and learning 
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• Understand how students experiences and 
expectations impact on their future career aspirations.



Towards a Smarter Curriculum

Assessment and Feedback (Caroline Bowsher)
Teaching Intensity (Louise Walker)



Towards a Smarter Curriculum

• initiated by Clive Agnew (Vice-President Teaching, 
Learning and Students)

In an environment where:
• NSS improvements have stalled around mid-80s
• low student satisfaction in assessment and 

feedback
• Staff Survey reports high workloads and 

resistance to change



Towards a Smarter Curriculum

• provides an opportunity to revise the 
organisation of teaching over the two teaching 
semesters 

• enhance the student experience
• enhance the staff experience 
• achieve greater efficiency and effectiveness.



Teaching Intensity

Potential metric in subject level TEF

Teaching intensity means effective methods of delivery 
in terms of student engagement and efficient use of 
staff and student time.



What works?

• Small group teaching especially where 
students have to prepare work beforehand

• Large classes with opportunities for 
interaction and group discussion – technology 
can help here

• Group projects especially where linked to 
graduate skills and real world problem solving

• Student-led activities with opportunities for 
peer learning



What are the problems?

• Assessment load – too much summative 
assessment and inconsistent load vs credit

• Student stress widely reported - particular 
problems with very high or very low contact 
hours and exam stress

• Poor attendance at traditional lectures



Assessment and Feedback –areas for 
potential enhancement

• Assessment delivery 
• Structure of programmes 
• Feedback delivery



Assessment and Feedback Rotation 
station

Building on ‘journey’ questions already discussed, 
think about these in terms of Assessment and 
Feedback
1. Is assessment and feedback ….Shaped by 
what students look at, future behaviours, why come 
to university, expectations, issues, needs and 
capabilities?
2. How does/should assessment and feedback 
impact on University Journey?
3. How does/should assessment and feedback 
impact on life after University?



Working with 21st Century students

• Understanding how the student journey impacts on 
future learning experiences

• Recognise the role of digital literacy as part of the 
student experience

• Explore how students and staff bring different 
experiences to the learning environment

• Explore how a smarter curriculum can be designed to 
more effectively meet the teaching and learning needs 
of students and staff.

• Understand how students experiences and 
expectations impact on their future career 
aspirations.



Understand how students experiences and 
expectations impact on their future career aspirations

• My Future Framework (the 6 tactics associated with early graduate career success) and a few myth busting 
facts about graduate/postgraduate jobs.

Two topics for discussion:
1.  What parental/family views & expectations do they come with about what success looks like & how to 
achieve it?
• What views of university staff (academic & local PSS staff) do they get exposed to? 
• How do we counter outdated or wrong views? Eg.
• “All successful graduates go into graduate training schemes/"my specialty".”
• “Don't take a low level job, wait until you get a good professional job locally.”
• “You should visit family overseas over the summer, not do low level or voluntary work.”
• “Nowadays, you need a postgrad degree to stand out and get a better job – and you’ll get paid more.”

2.  What views have credibility in their peer groups? 
• How can we harness peer interaction to encourage positive career behaviours?
• How do we avoid unhelpful group think or hiding the reality of looking for jobs/careers? Eg.
• "It's too hard to get a job before graduating so we're all leaving it until after exams"
• “I’m the only one who’s been rejected from a job”
• “Everyone else knows what they want to do”
• “I’m going for a good job, with one of the Times Top 100 Employers, like the rest of my friends”



Take home messages

Digital Literacy:
• I recommend contextualising digital literacy 

requirements to the purpose of programme, 
preparing students for their studies at university, 
subsequent careers and digital workplaces.

• If anyone would like to discuss further, I'm happy 
for them to get in touch 
jane.mooney@manchester.ac.uk

mailto:jane.mooney@manchester.ac.uk


Take home messages
Staff and student experiences brought to the environment:
• Incorporating student’s prior knowledge requires that we deliberately give 

them time to contribute to the learning process. This can be within pre-
work, facilitated in a wider group or form a part of assessment.

• Giving students a chance to share what they know with each other allows 
them to learn from each other and discuss and solidify what they 
understand.

• The assistive tech wakelet is here: http://wke.lt/w/s/D0bsR
• The Learning Scientists (www.learningscientists.org) are a great resource 

for an introduction to a number of learning strategies.
• My Learning Essentials is also here for you! (www.manchester.ac.uk/my-

learning-essentials) 
• If anyone is interested in trying out some of the tech we discussed or 

talking about how to incorporate these strategies into their teaching, they 
can just contact me – jennie.blake@manchester.ac.uk



Take home messages

Assessment and Feedback
• https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/improving-

student-assessment

https://www.jisc.ac.uk/guides/improving-student-assessment


Take home messages
Careers:
• Students’ views of careers are still shaped by the media - alarmingly, student 

doctors think life will be like Gray’s Anatomy and student nurses mostly crave the 
excitement and drama of Casualty!

• Interesting approach in medicine to deconstruct episodes of TV series, like House, 
to show what would really happen.

• Outreach and schools work helps address misperceptions, especially at an early 
age.

• Recognition of value of My Future Framework approach, and the issue of students 
not engaging with each other about their careers.

• Suggestions to counter this lack of peer to peer engagement included:
– Using peer mentoring approaches, where higher years mentor lower years – avoids the 

competition angle
– Wine & Whine evenings!
– Generating ways for postgrads to engage with postgrads outside their discipline – avoids 

competition for same academic jobs.
– Lecturers, academic advisers & tutors encouraging students to articulate their career issues
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